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Autonomous Electric Vehicle
Sharing System Design
Car sharing services promise “green” transportation systems. Two vehicle technologies
offer marketable, sustainable sharing: autonomous vehicles (AVs) eliminate customer
requirements for car pick-up and return, and battery electric vehicles entail zero emissions. Designing an autonomous electric vehicle (AEV) fleet must account for the relationships among fleet operations, charging station (CS) operations, electric powertrain
performance, and consumer demand. This paper presents a system design optimization
framework integrating four subsystem problems: fleet size and assignment schedule;
number and locations of charging stations; vehicle powertrain requirements; and service
fees. We also compare an AEV service and autonomous vehicle (AV) service with gasoline engines. A case study for an autonomous fleet operating in Ann Arbor, MI, is used to
examine AEV and AV sharing systems profitability and feasibility for a variety of market
scenarios. The results provide practical insights for service system decision makers.
[DOI: 10.1115/1.4034471]

Introduction

Car sharing services offer a sustainable transportation alternative with the potential to reduce emissions, congestion, parking
demand, and rider cost, while increasing user mobility and convenience [1]. The car sharing market in the U.S. had an annual
38% membership increase in 2013 [2]. A typical service like Zipcar [3] uses five steps for a two-way trip service: become a member, reserve a car, pick it up at a designated place, use it, and
return it to the original pick-up location. While two-way trip service requires customers to return a car to the original location, oneway trip service (such as Ref. [4]) allows customers to drop off a
car at another location near the destination, but still use only
designated places for pick-up and return.
Autonomous vehicles (AVs) are expected to spark a revolution in
transportation systems over the next several decades, offering a safe
and low-stress transportation solution for customers [5]. An example
is the recent news of General Motors cooperating with Lyft, the ridesharing service company, for an autonomous driving taxi service [6].
The present study claims that autonomous electric vehicle (AEV)
sharing, which integrates autonomous and electric vehicle technologies, can result in a more sustainable and marketable car sharing service than traditional ones such as Zipcar and car2go. We also focus on
addressing the following question: “Are AEV sharing services feasible and more profitable compared to typical AV sharing services?” In
the following, AV refers to autonomous gasoline vehicles.
An AEV service as defined in this study follows five steps: a
customer (i) becomes a member; (ii) enters location using a smart
phone app and receives a wait time for a car; (iii) has car arrive in
full-autonomous driving mode; (iv) drives car with no autonomous
driving mode; and (v) leaves car at the destination. The car then
travels to the next customer (in full-autonomous driving mode).
The chief benefit of this sharing service to customers is helping
to avoid the hassle of pick-ups and returns. From a customer’s
perspective, the AEV sharing service is the intersection of
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traditional car sharing services and call taxi (like Ref. [7]) services, integrating the benefits of each.
From a service provider’s perspective, the challenge is that the
AEV sharing service requires an optimal fleet assignment strategy
to match AEVs with customers, while minimizing wait time of
consumers and accounting for the AEV’s charging schedule. For
example, once a customer requests a ride, the optimal AEV should
be selected among the whole fleet (i.e., among idle cars, inservice cars, and in-charging cars); after the trip, the AEV goes to
either a charging station (CS) or to the next customer, or waits for
the next trip at its current location. This fleet assignment process
is depicted in Fig. 1. Besides fleet assignment, a service provider
must also decide the number of AEVs needed, the service fee, and
the number and location of charging stations. For AEVs specifically designed for this service, vehicle design variables must be
also included.
Previous studies have modeled fleet assignment and cost for
AV-sharing services [8,9] to calculate wait time, trip miles, fleet
usage, and operating cost, given fleet size and trip request data
(i.e., request times, origins, and destinations of customers). While
most studies for autonomous sharing service have focused on gasoline vehicles, recent studies indicate that using electric vehicles
can lead to more eco-friendly service and reduce customers’ range
anxiety and charging time management [10–12]. If an AEV fleet
is used for a sharing service, a service provider should consider
battery charging schedules based on vehicle driving range, charging time, and charging station locations, because charging schedules affect the wait time of consumers and the wrong charging
schedule can cause the vehicle to run out of battery power.
Consumer demand prediction models (trip requests) are rare;
data-driven [10] and analytical [13] demand models have been
recently proposed. Trip requests prediction is among the most
important inputs of the fleet assignment simulation model and can
be estimated via a consumer preference model with respect to
wait time, service fee, etc. Finally, previous studies did examine
neither marketability (profitability) of such services, nor how different market scenarios may affect system decisions.
Predicting car sharing demand is challenging because vehicle
availability (more available vehicles and less wait time) and number of trips (demand) influence each other [14]. Here, we integrate
marketing (calculate demand based on wait time) and operations
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Fig. 1 AEV-sharing system operation

(calculate wait time based on demand) models to estimate demand
iteratively. In a previous study, Kang et al. [15] focused on charging station services along with EV products estimating the charging service demand using predetermined service attributes and
ignoring the fact that station capacity and EVs demand are interdependent. The current paper removes this limitation and accounts
for the relationship between service demand and service operating
capacity in predicting demand.
Design for market systems (DMSs) addresses design decisions at
the enterprise level adopting a profit maximization objective rather
than a functional performance criterion. This necessitates creating
customer preference models that link product demand with price
but also with product attributes explicitly, see e.g., Refs. [16–20].
The basic DMS optimization model maximizes the producer’s
expected profit with respect to price and product design variables,
subject to engineering, enterprise, and regulatory constraints. The
model must include the functional relationships between the design
attributes that customers use to make choices and the design variables that the designers can manipulate to create the optimized
design. Thus, a DMS framework allows integration of marketing,
engineering, manufacturing, operations, and policy considerations.
This framework fits well the AEV sharing system design problem
and is adopted here, integrating four subsystem models (fleet

Fig. 2
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assignment, charging station location, AEV design, and service
demand) to make system-level decisions. Analysis models quantifying the relationship between EV design and charging station design
(Refs. [15] and [21]) are incorporated in the optimization.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the AEV-sharing system design optimization framework and associated models. Section 3 presents optimization
results for a study implementing such a service in Ann Arbor, MI.
Section 4 summarizes conclusions and limitations.

2

System Design Framework

The design framework consists of four subsystem models and
integrates them to a system-level profit-optimization problem as
shown in Fig. 2. The subsystem models are fleet assignment (operations 1), charging station location (operations 2), AEV design
(engineering), and service demand (marketing). Red-highlighted
variables (i.e., service fees, fleet size, number of CSs, and vehicle
design) indicate system-level decision variables. Other variables
are linking responses of each model as summarized in Table 1.
The system-level objective is to maximize operating profit
where: operating profit ¼ operating revenue  operating cost¼ (revenue from memberships þ revenue from actual usage of the

System design framework
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Table 1 Objectives and variables of models
System-level
optimization

Model

Fleet assignment
(operations 1)

Charging station (CS)
location (operations 2)

AEV design
(engineering)

Service demand
(marketing)

Modeling
purpose

Integration of
subsystems

Optimal AEV assignment
and charging scheduling

Optimal CS locating

City-driving simulation
and feasibility check

Predict service demand

Objective

Maximize operating
profit

Minimize wait time

Minimize distance
between AEVs and CSs

—

—

System-level
decisions

All system-level
decision

AEV fleet size

Number of CSs

Service fees (membership
fee and driving rate)

Local
decisions

—

Fleet assignment and
charging schedules

CS locations

AEV design (battery
design, motor design, and
gear ratio)
—

—

Wait time (to marketing),
service time (to
system-level
optimization),
AEV fleet operating cost (to
system-level optimization)

CS locations (to
operations 1),
CS operating cost
(to system-level
optimization)

Range (to operations 1),
Charging time (to
operations 1),
AEV ownership cost (to
system-level optimization)

Number of trip requests
(to operations 1),
Number of memberships
(to system-level
optimization)

Linking
responses to
other models

system)  (fleet operating cost þ charging station operating costþ fleet ownership cost).
The decision variables for system-level optimization are AEV
fleet size, number of charging stations, electric powertrain design,
membership fee, and driving rate. The fleet assignment subsystem
determines the optimal AEV assignment and charging schedules;
and the charging station location subsystem determines the optimal charging station locations.
Bound constraints for all decision variables are imposed and
tracked for possible activity at the optimum. Engineering requirements on the AEV performance are placed as inequality constraints for service feasibility (see Sec. 2.3).
Model parameters are selected to match the City of Ann Arbor,
MI. Further details on the individual models are provided in Secs.
2.1–2.4. Throughout the ensuing analysis, we assume that the
AEV-sharing service operator owns the charging stations and the
AEV fleet so that all decisions are made simultaneously. This single owner case can be extended to a cooperation case with multiple stakeholders as shown in Ref. [21].
The system-level optimization problem is stated as follows:
maxx P ¼ ðFM  M þ FR  STAEV Þ ðVCAEV þ OCAEV þ OCCS Þ
(1)
with respect to
x ¼ ½F; SAEV ; NCS ; XAEV 

(2)

lb  x  ub

(3)

gAEV ðPAEV Þ  0

(4)

F ¼ ½FM ; FR 

(5)

XAEV ¼ ½BAEV ; MAEV ; GAEV 

(6)

PAEV ¼ ½PAEVrange ; PAEVcharging ; PAEVspeed ; PAEVaccel 

(7)

½LCS ; OCCS  ¼ fCS ðNCS Þ

(8)

½PAEV ; VCAEV  ¼ fAEV ðXAEV Þ

(9)

T ¼ fdemand ðF; WÞ

(10)

subject to

where
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½W; STAEV ; OCAEV  ¼
fassign ðSAEV ; LCS ; T; PAEVrange ; PAEVcharging Þ

(11)

The system-level objective Eq. (1) is to maximize operating
profit P; Eq. (2) is the system-level decision variables x for the
four subsystems; constraints in Eqs. (3) and (4) are bound constraints on the decision variables and inequality constraints gAEV
on the AEV performances PAEV, respectively, and detailed information for these constraints is presented in Sec. 2.3; the decision
variables are defined in Eqs. (5) and (6); the responses are defined
in Eq. (7); and the four subsystem models, fCS, fAEV, fdemand, and
fassign in Eqs. (8)–(11) indicate the charging station location
model, AEV design model, service demand model, and fleet
assignment model, respectively.
The present study extends the ideas presented in Ref. [15] placing the service operations model (the fleet assignment) as the centralized model that links the different disciplinary models. That is,
all linking responses are delivered and coordinated through the
operations model. Most previous DMS approaches for product
design use demand models as the coordinator to link the different
disciplinary models. In contrast, the DMS for service design presented here uses the service operations as the coordinator at the
system level.
2.1 Fleet Assignment Model (Operations 1). The systemlevel fleet assignment problem links all subsystem problems.
Inputs from subsystems are charging station locations from operations model 2 (Sec. 2.2), AEV range and charging time from the
engineering model (Sec. 2.3), and trip requests from the marketing
model (Sec. 2.4). Outputs are wait time, total service time, and
AEV fleet operating cost, which are also used as inputs for other
models, see Fig. 2. Every output is an optimal response resulting
from solving the local optimization problem to minimize wait
time with respect to fleet assignments and charging schedules.
We assume that there is a central information system that gathers all real-time information such as location and state of charge
(SOC) of AEVs and queuing status of charging stations, and then
directs the AEVs. The central information system will work as
follows:
(1) A trip is requested from a customer by the smart phone
app. A customer inputs his/her origin and destination.
(2) The system calculates wait times of all deployed AEVs.
There are three AEV states: idle AEVs that can come to the
customer directly from the current location; in-service
AEVs that can come after finishing current service; and incharging AEVs that can come after finishing charging
battery.
JANUARY 2017, Vol. 139 / 011402-3
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(3) The system assigns the AEV to minimize wait time subject
to feasible SOC, which means the AEV should have
enough SOC to go to the nearest charging station without
running out of battery after finishing the service.
(4) The assigned AEV goes to the customer in fully autonomous driving mode and the customer drives it by him/herself to the destination and leaves it there.
(5) The AEV records and transmits total service time to the
central information system. The customer can check his/her
monthly statement and pay driving fees online.
(6) The central information system checks the current SOC of
each AEV. If the SOC reaches a lower bound, the system
checks queuing time and distance to charging stations, and
selects the charging station that makes the vehicle ready for
service most quickly. If the vehicle is selected for the next
customer, it goes there directly. If it is not selected and has
higher SOC than the lower bound, it goes on stand-by at
the current location.
To simulate the scenario above, we generated trip request
inputs (i.e., time, origin, and destination) using Monte Carlo simulation. For origins and destinations, we generate the set of coordinates on a square of 11  11 miles representing the city of Ann
Arbor including area outside the city (see Sec. 2.2). We assume
that a customer desires a round-way trip but does not need to hold
the AEV at the destination, unlike traditional car sharing services.
Instead, the customer requests another AEV when ready to return,
like taxi services. For trip request times, we sample times using
the distribution of person trips per day from a U.S. government
report [22].
Driving distances are approximated by multiplying the Euclidean distance between origin and destination by a factor of a ¼ 1.4,
to reflect the “taxicab geometry” ofptypical
driving grids; since the
ﬃﬃﬃ
greatest possible upscale is a ¼ 2 —which would reflect the
diagonal of a square with available roads only on a right-angled
grid pattern—the proportionality factor of 1.4 represents an upper
bound. This approach is the simplest way that has been used in
previous research [8]. For future research, we can use Google
maps to calculate real driving distance and simulate more accurate
service distances. To estimate driving time, we use the average
driving velocity 21.2 mph of the FTP-75 driving cycle, representing city driving in the U.S. This driving cycle is also used in the

Fig. 3
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engineering model to simulate vehicle performance, including
battery consumptions (see Sec. 2.3).
Given input data (i.e., fleet size, charging station locations,
vehicle range, charging time, and trip requests), we set initial
vehicle locations randomly with 80% SOC and execute the simulation depicted in Fig. 3. The simulation is for outputs over a 24-h
operation period. However, the model is run until every vehicle
recharges its batteries more than two times, beyond 24 h. This is
because, while wait times are short when all vehicles have enough
SOC early on, wait times increase when vehicles start to recharge
their batteries. According to pilot simulation experiments, when
every vehicle recharges at least two times, wait times become stable. We used outputs of the last 24 h after every vehicle recharges
two times.
Due to the stochastic nature of the simulation, we run the simulation ten times for each individual set of inputs and average
them. Total service time is used to calculate service income, and
total vehicle driving distance is used to calculate AEV operating
cost.
A metamodel was created from this simulation to facilitate system optimization. We run simulations for 10,000 inputs generated
using the Latin hypercube sampling routine in MATLAB [23]. The
results show that fleet size and trip requests affect wait time most
strongly under predetermined lower and upper bounds of inputs.
As long as fleet size is sufficiently large to cover the trip requests,
other factors such as vehicle range, charging time, and charging
stations number do not affect wait time much. When fleet size is
not large enough, the wait time becomes sensitive to other factors
as well.
An initial data analysis before metamodeling was done plotting
the 10,000 output points, see Fig. 4 where the x-axis is the number
of vehicles per trip request and the y-axis is the wait time. The ratio
“vehicles per trip request” affects wait time substantially. For
system-level optimization, a metamodel was created using the neural networks software in MATLAB [23]. Test R value on average was
0.978. The support vector machine (SVM) software in MATLAB [23]
was also used to classify infeasible designs that yield long wait
times. The constraint on wait time was set at less than 30 min.
The AEV operating cost model includes insurance, tax,
maintenance, and overhead costs by adopting the cost models in
Ref. [8]: insurance cost ¼ $3000  years  vehicles; tax ¼ $600
 years  vehicles; maintenance cost ¼ $0.05  driving miles; and

AEV fleet assignment simulation model
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Table 2

Optimal charging station locations (A to O) [21]

No. of CSs

Optimal CS locations

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

I
D,N
D,K,N
A,G,K,N
A,B,G,K,N
A,B,G,H,K,N
A,B,G,H,K,L,N
A,B,G,H,K,L,N,O
A,B,E,G,H,K,L,N,O
A,B,D,F,G,H,K,L,N,O
A,B,C,D,G,H,I,K,L,N,O
A,B,C,D,G,F,H,I,K,L,N,O
A,B,C,D,G,F,H,I,J,K,L,N,O
A,B,C,D,G,F,H,I,J,K,L,M,N,O
A,B,C,D,E,G,F,H,I,J,K,L,M,N,O

Fig. 4 Wait time simulation results

overhead cost ¼ $1000  years  vehicles. Net present value
(NPV) with 10% discount rate is used for all cost calculations
with 10 yr of business operations assumed.
To compare AEV and AV services, we used the same operating
process. AVs use existing gas stations in the service area and we
assumed it takes 5 min to refuel a vehicle. We selected 55 gas stations in Ann Arbor and determined locations (coordinates) using
Google maps. The same operating cost model for AEVs was also
used for AVs.
2.2 Charging Station Location Model (Operations 2). The
charging station location model from Ref. [21] with the p-median
model [24] is used to determine optimal station locations in Ann

Arbor. The locations of p-stations are selected to minimize the
average distance between AEV locations and the closest pstations, where p indicates the number of stations. Since an AEV
fleet needs space not only for charging but also for maintenance,
the 15 candidate locations (A to O) were selected among the existing public parking lots in Ann Arbor as shown in Fig. 5.
The best combination of charging stations given the number of
stations available is computed assuming that AEVs are deployed
uniformly in Ann Arbor (11  11 miles). The optimal locations
are determined prior to system-level optimization, as per Table 2.
This look-up table is then used in system optimization to find the
optimal number of stations.
We assumed direct current (DC) fast-charging stations with a
single charger. The charging cost includes installment,

Fig. 5 Candidates for charging station locations [21]
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Fig. 6

Engineering simulation model [15]

Table 3 Engineering design variables
System

Design variables

Lower bound

Upper bound

Battery (BAEV)

Number of cells in series in one branch
Number of branches in parallel
Stator inductance of the d-axis
Stator inductance of the q-axis
Stator resistance
Number of pole pairs
Gear ratio (GAEV)

80
1
1.62 mH
1.98 mH
0.001 X
1
2

200
4
3.42 mH
4.18 mH
0.1 X
4
12

Motor (MAEV)

Gear

maintenance, and electricity costs. Fast DC charger cost models
are adopted from Ref. [25]: installment cost ¼ $75,000  chargers;
maintenance cost ¼ $5500  chargers. For electricity cost, 10.28
cents/kWh is used based on average retail price for transportation
in the U.S. [26]. In Sec. 3 we show results for different DC cost
charger models and electricity cost in parametric studies. All costs
are calculated over 10 yr with discount rate of 10%.
For AVs, the existing 55 gas stations in the service area are
used, so there is no installment or maintenance cost. We used the
gas price in Ann Arbor, $1.974 as of Mar. 17, 2016 [27] and conducting a parametric study on gas price (see Sec. 3).
2.3 AEV Design Model (Engineering). The AEV design
simulation model adopted from Ref. [15] consists of driver, control unit, motor torque control, battery, inverter, motor, and driving simulation models as shown in Fig. 6.
The model was built using the AMESIM software [28]. Here we
focus on the lithium-ion battery, permanent magnet synchronous

motor, and gearing design. Design variables and bound constraints
are shown in Table 3. Bound constraints are based on engineering
model simulations and market data.
This vehicle engineering performance is used to evaluate the
inequality constraints in system-level optimization. These constraints ensure highway driving and service feasibility: range
(PAEVrange )  50 miles; top speed (PAEVspeed )  70 mph; and 0 to 60
(PAEVaccel )  30 s.
Range (PAEVrange ) and charging time (PAEVcharging ), as outputs of
the simulation, are used in the fleet assignment model (Sec. 2.1)
as inputs. Since AEV sharing is a city-based service, we used the
FTP-75 driving cycle in Fig. 7.
Vehicle and battery parameter values are based on the Nissan
Leaf [29,30]. Charging time is estimated based on battery capacity
using linear scaling and assuming it takes 30 min for a DC fast
charging station to recharge 80% of 24 kWh battery. The metamodel for system-level optimization was built using the Matlab Neural Networks package [23]. Detailed analytical equations for each

Fig. 7 FTP-75 driving cycle [28]
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Table 4

Attribute levels and importances

attributes. Average market demand qj can be forecast by the
choice probabilities Pij and market potential s

Level
Attributes
Pick-up and
return type
Time required
for pick-up
and return (min)
Membership fee
($/month)
Driving rates
($/10 min)

1

2

3

4

Importance (%)

Self

Autonomous

—

—

14.7

5

10

20

30

13.5

0

3

6

9

45.7

1

1.5

2

2.5

26.1

design component can be found in Ref. [15]. To estimate EV cost,
we used battery pack and a motor costs as variable costs; all other
costs assumed fixed at a total of $6000. Battery cost was assumed
at $500/kWh following Ref. [15]. Motor cost was computed from
Ref. [31]: motor cost ($) ¼ 16  motor power (kW) þ 385.
The autonomous driving module cost is estimated broadly to be
from $2500 to $250,000 depending on technology maturity [8,11].
Here, we used $10,000 for the autonomous module of AEV and
AV assuming the technology becomes robust and we computed
the break-even cost (see Sec. 3).
For AV sharing services, we use the existing gasoline vehicle
design without optimization. We adopted the gasoline vehicle
model from Ref. [21] that has similar specifications to the Volkswagen Jetta. City mode miles per gallon and driving range are 23
and 334 miles, respectively, with a 14.5 gal fuel tank. Vehicle cost
is assumed to be $10,000.
2.4 Service Demand Model (Marketing). We used hierarchical Bayesian (HB) choice-based conjoint [32,33] to build a heterogeneous service demand model. The service demand model
predicts the number of memberships and the number of trip
requests using the service attributes: pick-up and return type (i.e.,
autonomous or self); time required for pick-up and return; membership fee; and driving rates. Attribute levels are based on existing car sharing services [3,4,34] as shown in Table 4.
The individual-level utility vij is defined as
vij ¼

Lk
K X
X

bikl zjkl

(12)

k¼1 l¼1

where zjkl are binary dummy variables representing alternative j
possesses attribute k at level l, and bikl are the part-worths of
attribute k at level l for individual i [35].
In HB conjoint, it is assumed that an individual’s part-worths,
bi , are drawn from a multivariate normal distribution,
bi  Nðh; KÞ, where h is a vector of means of the distribution of
individuals and K is the covariance matrix of that distribution.
When information (such as demographics) is available on individuals, it is further possible to write a hierarchical model for the
mean (h) as a function of this information.
The choice probability is calculated using the logit model
Pij ¼ P

e

vij

j0 2J

evij0

(13)

where Pij is the probability that individual i chooses option j from
a set of alternatives J. Then we draw an individual’s part-worths
using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). For the case study,
we used every tenth draw from the last 50,000 (of 100,000 total)
as is standard practice to reduce autocorrelation in the chain. After
getting discrete part-worth coefficients, a natural cubic spline is
used to interpolate the intermediate values of attributes, and create
individual-level utility models with respect to continuous
Journal of Mechanical Design

qj ¼

I
1X
sPij
I i¼1

(14)

More detailed description of this demand model can be found in
Refs. [15] and [36]. Note that, in system-level optimization, we
use an individual-level market demand (qij ¼ sPij) for calculating
profit, and then use the average profit for all individual market
scenarios as objective. Therefore, the optimization result can
account for a heterogeneous market.
For the study, we projected the potential market size of car
sharing membership in the service area to be 1072 based on population ratio (i.e., service area population in Ann Arbor and Ypsilanti/U.S. population ¼ 0.089%) and U.S. market size with
1.2  106 car sharing members as of January 2014 [2,8]. A previous study showed that the potential market size does not affect the
market share of AEV service but only the profit [10]. Accurate
potential market size estimation is important for predicting accurate profit of a new service; however, it is not critical for comparing the two services, AEV and AV. The number of daily trip
requests is estimated from the number of AEV service memberships and frequency of use, assuming that members use a car sharing service 3.34 times per month [1]: potential daily trip
requests ¼ car sharing memberships  3.34/30 days. As a market
competitor, we used the Zipcar service in Ann Arbor.
Consumer choice data are gathered using a choice-based conjoint survey from 245 subjects who live in Ann Arbor or similar
sized cities in the U.S. subjects were hired through the survey
company ClearVoice Research [37]. We eliminated subjects who
chose the “None” option for more than half of all choice questions, and thus used results from 178 subjects as potential car sharing members. We then built 178 individual-level utility models.
The importance of attributes is shown in Table 4, which presents
average values of importance for each individual-level model.
The subjects consisted of 44% males and 56% females; 4% were
18–24 yr of age, 21% were 25–34 yr of age, 21% were 35–44 yr of
age, 22% were 45–54 yr of age, 19% were 55–64 yr of age, and
13% were more than 65 yr of age.
In the car sharing service market model, here it is assumed we
would take existing customers only from other car sharing service
competitors. To include customers in the call taxi service market,
we must build one more service demand model by conducting
another conjoint survey that includes call taxi service attributes.
Then we can estimate how many customers might be taken away
from traditional call taxi service competitors, and combine the
call taxi service demand with the car sharing demand. Conducting
a single conjoint survey for both car sharing and call taxi services
would be a simpler approach, but defining service attributes that
represent both of these two different markets is a challenge.
Section 3 discusses the optimal decisions that maximize service
profit using the models in Sec. 2.

3

Optimization Results

We used a genetic algorithm (GA) for global search and
sequential quadratic programming (SQP) for local search using
MATLAB [23] to solve the mixed-integer optimization problem of
Eq. (1). A challenge of this optimization framework is that the
service demand (Sec. 2.4) and the fleet assignment models (Sec.
2.1) are coupled so that each response (wait time and trip requests)
requires the other model’s response as its input, as shown Fig. 2.
We used fixed point iteration (FPI) to execute one model with an
initial guess, the result then used by the other model iteratively
until convergence. An integrated GA and SQP optimization run
took 52 min on average using parallel computing on a desktop
machine with Intel i7 CPU 860 at 2.80 GHz and 8.00 GB RAM.
The GA population size was 300.
JANUARY 2017, Vol. 139 / 011402-7
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Table 5 Optimal decision values of two services
Model

Variable

AEV

Vehicle design (engineering)

Number of cells in series in on branch
Number of branches in parallel
Stator inductance of the d-axis
Stator inductance of the q-axis
Stator resistance
Number of pole pairs
Gear ratio

178
2
2.23 mH
2.86 mH
0.008 X
3
4.40

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Fleet assignment (operation 1)
Station locations (operation 2)

Fleet size
Number of stations
Locations of stations

8
1
I

8
55
Given

Service demand (marketing)

Membership fee
Driving rate

$6.46
$2.47

$4.97
$2.50

Table 6

AV

Responses of two services
AEV

AV

Market response

Total profit
Market share
Memberships per vehicle
Round trip requests per day

$1.76 million
86.0%
115:1
103

$1.71 million
88.9%
119:1
106

Sustainability

Emission per day
Social cost for 10 yr

178 kg
$68,200

832 kg
$318,900

Fleet operating

Wait time
Fleet service distance per day
Range
Top speed
Acceleration (0–60)
MPGe
Battery capacity
Refueling time
Motor power

11.9 min
2261 miles
257 miles
113 mph
14.9 s
193
44.8 kWh
56 min
86.9 kW

9.7 min
2153 miles
333.5 miles
132 mph
9.4 s
23
—
5 min
—

Total
Fleet ownership (vehicle ownership)
Insurance
Tax
Fuel
Fleet maintenance
Overhead cost
CS maintenance
CS installment

$1.03 million
$321,000 ($40,163)
$159,000
$32,000
$78,000
$274,000
$53,000
$37,000
$75,000

$1.11 million
$160,000 ($20,000)
$159,000
$32,000
$448,000
$261,000
$53,000
—
—

Vehicle specs

Cost

Simulation results for AEV and AV sharing services with optimal decisions and market responses are shown in Tables 5 and 6,
respectively. To calculate profit, we used the posterior modes for
each of the 178 consumer’s preference parameters so that profit
response reflects preference heterogeneity; optimization relied on
aggregated consumer preference. The values in Table 6 present
the average values of 178 responses.
Some observations on the optimization results are as follows.
First, AEV and AV services are both feasible and marketable.
Optimized fleet size, vehicle range, and number of charging stations resulted in reasonable wait time (11.9 min) in AEV service. AEV service requires larger wait time than AV service
(9.7 min) because AEV has smaller driving range (257 miles)
and requires long charging time (56 min). That is why AEV
service has more fleet service distance (2261 miles) than AV
even though AEV has smaller customer demand (103 trips) than
AV.
Membership fees and driving rates for AEV and AV services
are more expensive than those of a competitor (Zipcar service)
(membership: $6, driving rate: $1.5). The simulation result of
Chen et al. [11] showed that AEV requires $0.41 to $0.47 per mile
as driving rate. However, our result shows that both AEV and AV
service can take a larger market share than a traditional sharing
011402-8 / Vol. 139, JANUARY 2017

service even if service fees are high due to the benefit of autonomous technology. Especially, customers are less sensitive to driving rates than membership fees, which is inferred by the optimal
driving rate results hitting or almost hitting the upper bound
($2.50) and large importance of membership fee as shown in
Table 4. Note that the importance is only over the ranges of the
variables chosen for the study. Customers are likely to pay more
due to the benefits of autonomous pick-up and return and short
wait time required for pick-up and return.
In terms of memberships per vehicle (115:1 for AEV), our
results show that we do not need many vehicles for service due to
optimal vehicle assignment scheduling, whereas current car sharing service has 72 memberships per vehicle on average as of January 2014 in the U.S. [2]. While this will depend on market
demand and city environment, it is shown that small fleet size
with optimal scheduling can cover broad service demand.
Second, AEV service is more sustainable than AV, where the
greenhouse gas (GHG) emission for AV can be computed by a
driving simulation [21]. AEV does emit GHG not only during
vehicle driving but also during electricity production. We computed the GHG emission for electricity production following Ref.
[38]. We also checked the social cost of carbon (SC-CO2) that
represents the benefit of a CO2 reduction. It is shown that AEV
Transactions of the ASME
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scenario, 73% of scenarios showed that AEV was better
than AV.
(b) We tested a scenario where charging station cost becomes
lower. This may happen through government subsidy [21]
or maturity of recharging technology. We optimized with
$10,000 for installment cost and $1000 for maintenance
cost that is the lowest estimated cost for a level III charger
[42], while we used $75,000 for installment and $5500 for
the previous optimization. In the new set of results, we still
have one charging station, but with decreased membership
fee ($6.5 ! $5.7), which yields both larger market share
(86.0% ! 88.3%) and larger profit (1.76 M ! 1.98 M).
Fleet size did not change, and AEV vehicle design was
very similar. Also, one charging station is enough to operate the sharing service regardless of charging station cost,
provided that charging schedules are optimal.
(c) We can estimate feasible autonomous technology cost
using the model. This cost is not easy to estimate because
the technology is still at an early stage of development. We
assume $10,000 in autonomous module costs (initial acquisition costs) as a positive scenario in our current result.
Then, the break-even autonomous module costs are
$240,632 for AEVs and $222,655 for AVs. This means that
autonomous module cost beyond these values result in
unprofitable service. Interestingly, $250,000 is the highest
estimated cost for autonomous technology for the Google
autonomous car [11].
(d) In AV, the driving rate ($/10 min) at the optimum hits its
upper bound ($2.5) as shown in Table 5. The Lagrangian
multiplier for this boundary constraint is 11,474, which represents the dollar increase in profit P (on an optimized base
of $1.71 million) associated with a $1 relaxation in the pricing constraint used in the conjoint design. Setting this
bound merits further attention and perhaps conducting further conjoint surveys.

Fig. 8 Cost comparison between AEV and AV services

can save $250.7000 more in social cost during 10 yr of business
compared to AV by using SC-CO2 data [39].
Third, AEV service is more profitable than AV service in our
current business scenario. AEV service has slightly larger profit
than AV service. When we compared 178 heterogeneous market
scenarios, 73% of the results showed AEV is better than AV.
AEV has higher membership fee and yields longer wait time than
AV, so its market share is smaller than AV. However, smaller
total cost of AEV contributes to better profitability of AEV. The
cost comparison is illustrated in Fig. 8. It is shown that AV service
yields larger total cost due to higher cost in using gasoline compared to electricity, although AEV requires higher vehicle cost
due to battery and charging station-related costs. AEV also
requires larger maintenance cost since it must drive longer distance than AV to charge batteries due to the smaller number of
charging stations than traditional gas stations. Insurance, tax, and
overhead costs are the same because of the same fleet size.
Lastly, different business scenarios can change the results.
Therefore, we conduct various parametric studies and sensitivity
analyses.
(a) We solved the optimization problem with different electricity costs and gas prices: 30% increase and 30% decrease in
cost from the current level for both electricity and gas.
Results are shown in Fig. 9. The AV case is more sensitive
to fuel cost because gas price covers the majority of total
cost as shown in Fig. 8. When gas price decreases by 30%,
AV becomes more profitable than AEV, which is a result
opposite to the current business scenario. So, whether
AEVs or AV are a better choice depends on the market scenario.
To account for uncertainty in gas prices, we generated 100
different gas price scenarios using geometric Brownian
motion (GBM), where the volatility of gas price is set as
r ¼ 0.1688 (see Refs. [40] and [41] for more detail process), and produced corresponding optimization results.
Comparing profit results for AV and AEV for each

Fig. 9 Parametric study for fuel cost
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Conclusion

Autonomous driving technology is expected to be deployed on
a commercial scale within 10 yr, and electric powertrain technology already has been successfully launched in the market. Combining these two technologies will create car sharing service
alternatives, including the AEV we studied here in terms of feasibility with respect to profit, operations, engineering, and marketing. Challenges for a new AEV sharing service system design are
long battery charging times and low driving range, making the
service potentially slow and even causing autonomous services
terminations. The presented integrated decision framework for
autonomous fleet assignment, charging station locating, and
powertrain design can result in low wait time for customers and a
stable service under different market simulations. Customer anxiety and discomfort with electric powertrains is reduced if AEVs
recharge by themselves and come on time. Another concern is
cost. However, in spite of the relatively large cost of AEV fleet
and charging stations, the integrated analysis of the proposed
AEV shows both high profit and market share compared not only
to a traditional car sharing service but also to AV service.
From the optimal results, we obtained some insights. AEV service is more sustainable than AV in terms of GHG emissions. Service is profitable even with a high driving rate compared to
traditional sharing services. Gas price and electricity cost are key
factors in deciding the choice between AEV and AV services.
Small number of charging stations can cover services with the
advantage of autonomous charging scheduling. Even with high
estimated autonomous technology cost, sharing service can be
feasible.
The study is a novel application of DMS that combines multiple
domains of knowledge to estimate profitability of future driverless
mobility services, a topic of much current interest and speculation.
JANUARY 2017, Vol. 139 / 011402-9
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Future work can address additional scenarios and parametric studies to explore the range of applicability of the reported results.
Despite the modeling limitations, such studies can provide
insights in design decision making for emerging product markets.
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Nomenclature
BAEV ¼
F¼
fAEV ¼
fassign ¼
fCS ¼
fdemand ¼
FM ¼
FR ¼
GAEV ¼
LCS ¼
M¼
MAEV ¼
NCS ¼
OCAEV ¼
OCCS ¼
PAEV ¼
PAEVaccel ¼
PAEVcharging ¼
PAEVrange ¼
PAEVspeed ¼
SAEV ¼
STAEV ¼
T¼
VCAEV ¼
W¼
XAEV ¼
P¼

battery design variables
service fees
AEV design model (engineering)
fleet assignment model (operations 1)
charging station (CS) location model (operations 2)
service demand model (marketing)
membership fee
driving rate
gear ratio
CS locations
number of memberships
motor design variables
number of CSs
AEV fleet operating cost
CS operating cost
AEV performance
acceleration
charging time
range
top speed
AEV fleet size
service time
number of trip requests
AEV ownership cost
wait time
AEV design variables
profit
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